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INTRODUCTION
A central problem in Galois theory is to determine the structure of the
absolute Galois group GQ of the field Q of rational numbers. More
generally, one would like to know the structure of the absolute Galois
group GF for an arbitrary global field F, i.e., a number field or a function
field of one variable over a finite field. In this paper we characterize the
finitely generated pro-p (closed) subgroups of GF , where p is a fixed prime
number.
Let +p s be the group of all roots of unity of order dividing ps (over a
prime field of characteristic {p). For a field K of characteristic {p define
K*=K( +p) when p{2, and K*=K(- &1) when p=2. Let s( p, K ) be the
maximal non-negative integer s such that +psK* ( if there is no such
maximal integer).
Main Theorem. Let F be a global field of characteristic {p, let s0=
s( p, F ), and let s1=min s( p, F v), with v ranging over all non-trivial valua-
tions on F for which the residue field F v has characteristic {p. The following
conditions on a finitely generated pro-p group G are equivalent:
(a) G is a closed subgroup of GF ;
(b) G is a free product in the category of pro-p groups of finitely many
pro-p groups G1 , ..., Gn such that for each 1in one of the following
holds:
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(1) Gi=Zp ;
(2) Gi=(_, { | _{_&1={ p
s+1) pro-p for some s1s;
(3) p=2, char F=0, - &1  F, and Gi=(_, { | _{_&1={&(2
s+1))pro-2
for some s1&1s;
(4) p=2, char F>0, - &1  F, and Gi=(_, { | _{_&1=
{&(2
s 0&1+1)) pro-2 ;
(5) p=2, F is a number field which embeds in R, and Gi=Z2.
The proof of the Main Theorem is partly based on the methods of [E2],
where we characterize the finitely generated pro-p groups which occur as
the maximal pro-p Galois group GK( p) of an algebraic extension K of Q
(see also [JP] for related results). Using the machinery developed here we
also generalize this result of [E2] to an arbitrary global ground field (see
Theorem 6.1).
Notation
Given an abelian group A and a positive integer m let mA, mA, and Am
be the kernel, image, and cokernel, respectively, of the map A wm A of
multiplication by m. Let Ap=i=1 pi A be the p-primary part of A. Given
a field K let K be its algebraic closure, let Ksep be its separable closure, and
let K( p) be the composite of all finite Galois extensions of K of p-power
order. Thus GK=Gal(Ksep K ) and GK ( p)=Gal(K( p)K ). Let Zp and Z_p
be the additive and multiplicative groups, respectively, of the ring of p-adic
integers. Also let Z = Zn be the profinite completion of Z (the inverse
limit being directed by divisibility). With +pi as above we set +p =
i=1 +pi . For a (Krull) valuation v on a field K let 1v=v(K
_) be its value
group and let K v be its residue field. For an element : of a profinite group
G we write (:) for the closed subgroup of G generated by :.
1. ALGEBRAIC EXTENSIONS OF VALUED FIELDS
In this section we construct algebraic extensions of valued fields with cer-
tain prescribed residue fields and value groups (see Proposition 1.4 below).
Although this construction will be used here only for algebraic extensions
of global fields, where the situation is somewhat simpler (mainly because
the value groups are subgroups of Q), we prove the results in full
generality, for future use.
For an abelian group 1 let mp(1 )=dimFp(1p) (considered as a cardinal
number).
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Proposition 1.1. Let 1 be a subgroup of a torsion- free abelian group 1 .
(a) | pi (1 1 )|(1 : p1 ) i for every non-negative integer i.
(b) |(1 1 )p|+0 } (1 : p1 ).
(c) (1 : p1 )(1 : p1 ) |(1 1 )p|.
(d) If 1 1 is a finite group then mp(1 )=mp(1 ).
(e) If 1 1 is a torsion group then mp(1 )mp(1 ).
(f ) If 1 1 is a torsion group and (1 1 )p=0 then 1p$1 p naturally.
Proof. (a) Consider the homomorphism pi (1 1 )  1pi given by
#^+1 [ pi#^+ pi1. Since 1 is torsion-free this map is injective. It therefore
suffices to show that (1 : pi1 )=(1 : p1 ) i for i0. When i=0, 1 this is
trivial. Suppose that i2. Multiplication by pi induces an isomorphism
1p[ pi1pi+11. The claim therefore follows inductively from the exact-
ness of the natural sequence
0  pi1pi+11  1pi+1  1pi  0.
(b) This follows from (a).
(c) Consider the natural exact sequence
0  1p  (1 p1 )p  (1 1 )p  0.
It shows that |(1 p1 )p|=(1 : p1 ) |(1 1 )p|. Also, there is an epimorphism
(1 p1 )p  1 p, so (1 : p1 )|(1 p1 )p|. The assertion follows.
(d) Since 1 is torsion-free, the multiplication by p induces an
isomorphism 1 1$ p1 p1. Also (1 : 1 )(1 : p1 )=(1 : p1 )( p1 : p1 ). Since
(1 : 1 )=( p1 : p1 )<+0 we obtain that (1 : p1 )=(1 : p1 ). Thus mp(1 )=
mp(1 ).
(e) Assume first that mp(1 )<+0 . Let #^1 , ..., #^n # 1 and suppose that
#^1+ p1 , ..., #^n+p1 are Zp-linearly independent elements of 1 p. We need
to show that nmp(1 ). Let 1 $ be the subgroup of 1 generated by 1,
#^1 , ..., #^n . Since 1 1 is a torsion group, 1 $1 is finite. By (d), mp(1 $)=
mp(1 ). But by the construction #^1+p1 $, ..., #^n+p1 $ are Zp-linearly inde-
pendent elements of 1 $p. Hence nmp(1 $)=mp(1 ), as required.
Suppose next that mp(1 )+0 . Thus (1 : p1 )+0 . By (b) and (c),
(1 : p1 )+0 } (1 : p1 )2=(1 : p1 ), whence mp(1 )mp(1 ).
(f ) Compare [E2, Lemma 2.4(b)]. K
Corollary 1.2. Let (L, u)(K, v) be an algebraic extension of valued
fields.
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(a) If [L : K ]< then mp(1u)=mp(1v).
(b) mp(1u)mp(1v).
Proof. By [Bo1, Chap. VI, Sect. 8.1], 1u1v is a torsion group and
(1u : 1v)[L : K ]. The assertions therefore follow from Proposition 1.1
(d)(e). K
Given a closed subgroup H of a profinite group G we denote by (G : H )
its index as a supernatural number [S2, I-3]. For a separable algebraic
extension LK of fields we define as usual [L : K ]=(GK : GL).
Lemma 1.3. Let (K, v)(K0 , v0) be a separable algebraic extension of
valued fields. Suppose that (K0 , v0) is henselian and p |% [K : K0]. Then
mp(1v0)=mp(1v).
Proof. Take a subextension K1 of KK0 such that [K1 : K0]< and
p |% [K : K1]. The unique extension v1 of v0 to K1 is also henselian. By
Corollary 1.2(a), mp(1v1)=mp(1v0). After replacing (K0 , v0) by (K1 , v1) we
may therefore assume without loss of generality that p |% [K : K0].
Now let (L, u) be a subextension of (K, v)(K0 , v0) with [L : K0]<.
By [Rn, p. 236, Theorem 2], (1u : 1v0) | [L : K0]. Hence p |% (1u : 1v0).
Letting (L, u) range over all such subextensions we have 1v= 1u ,
whence (1v1v0)p=0. By Proposition 1.1(f ), 1v0 p$1v p naturally. The
assertion follows. K
Proposition 1.4. Let (K, v) be a valued field with perfect residue field
K v and let L be an algebraic extension of K v . There exists a henselian
separable algebraic extension (L, u) of (K, v) such that L u$K v L and
mp(1u)=mp(1v). Furthermore, if GL is a pro-p group then one can find
(L, u) such that in addition GL is a pro-p group.
Proof. Let (K , v^) be a henselization of (K, v). It has the same residue
field and value group as (K, v). After replacing (K, v) by (K , v^) we may
therefore assume that (K, v) is henselian. Let (Kur , vur) be the maximal
unramified extension of (K, v) (i.e., the fixed field of the inertia group of the
prolongation of v to Ksep). The residue map induces in a canonical way a
continuous isomorphism 8: Gal(Kur K )[GK v [En, Chap. 19]. Let L be a
subextension of Kur K such that 8(Gal(KurL))=GL . For u=ResL(vur)
one then has L u$K v L and 1u=1vur=1v .
If GL is in addition a pro-p group take L$ to be a p-Sylow extension of
L relative to Ksep and let u$ be the unique extension of u to L$. Then
[(L$)u$ : L u] | [L$ : L] [Rn, p. 236, Theorem 2]; hence p |% [(L$)u$ : L u]. On
the other hand, the degrees of all finite extensions of L u$L are p-powers.
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Therefore (L$)u$=L u$K v L . Finally, mp(1u)=mp(1u$) by Lemma 1.3. Thus
(L$, u$) is an extension as desired. K
2. ROOTS OF UNITY
We keep fixing the prime number p.
Lemma 2.1. Let K be a field of characteristic {p such that s0=
s( p, K )<. Then +p s+1 3 K( +ps) for all s0s.
Proof. The group H of all automorphisms of +p  fixing +p s0 is isomorphic
to Zp . Therefore Res: Gal(K( +p)K( +ps0))  H is an isomorphism. The
assertion follows. K
We say that a field K of characteristic {p is exceptional if p=2 and
- &1  K.
Lemma 2.2. Let k be a finite field of characteristic {2 and let K be an
exceptional algebraic extension of k. Then k is also exceptional and s(2, k)=
s(2, K ).
Proof. The first assertion is immediate. For the second, observe that
since Gk$Z , the field k*=k(- &1) is the unique quadratic extension
of k. Since - &1  K necessarily 2 |% [K : k]=[K * : k*]. Conclude that
s(2, k)=s(2, K ). K
Corollary 2.3. Let v be a non-trivial valuation on a global field F of
positive characteristic l{2. Suppose that F v is exceptional. Then s(2, F )=
s(2, F v).
Proof. Let F $=F l & F. Then s(2, F )=s(2, F $) and F $F v . By Lemma 2.2,
s(2, F $)=s(2, F v). K
Let K be a field such that char K{ p and +pK. Then +pK( p) and
Aut( +p)$Z_p naturally (where * # Z
_
p corresponds to the automorphism
‘ [ ‘*). The p-cyclotomic character /K, p : GK ( p)  Z_p of K is the compo-
sition of the restriction homomorphism Res: GK ( p)  Aut( +p ) with this
isomorphism. Note that in fact Im(/K, p)1+pZp .
Lemma 2.4. Let K be an algebraic extension of Fl , with l{ p prime, and
suppose that +pK and s=s( p, K )<.
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(a) The map /K, p is injective and Im(/K, p)$Zp ;
(b) For K non-exceptional, : # 1+ pZp generates Im(/K, p) if and only
if : # 1+psZ_p ;
(c) For K exceptional, : # 1+2Z2 generates Im(/K, 2) if and only if
: # &(1+2s&1Z_2 ).
Proof. (a) For K as above, K( p)=K( +p) and GK ( p)=Gal(K( +p)K )
$Zp . The assertion follows.
(b) Straightforward.
(c) In this case - &1  Fl , so Fl (- &1)_$Z(l 2&1) [Bo2, Chap. V,
Section 11.3, Theorem 2(e)]. Since 8 | l 2&1 this implies +8Fl (- &1),
whence 3s. In light of (a) one has a commutative diagram with exact rows:
1 w Gal(K( +2)K*) /w Gal(K( +2)K ) w Gal(K*K ) w 1
$ $ $
1 Im(/K *, 2) Im(/K, 2) [\1] 1.www /wwww wwww www
Now let : # 1+2Z2=[\1]_(1+4Z2). Since Im(/K, 2)$Z2 , it follows
that (:) =Im(/K, 2) if and only if : # &(1+4Z2) and (:2) =Im(/K*, 2).
By (b) (for the non-exceptional field K*) this means that :=&(1+4:1)
with :1 # 2s&3Z_2 , i.e., : # &(1+2
s&1Z_2 ). K
3. THE LOCAL STRUCTURE
We first analyze the structure of cyclotomic characters over algebraic
extensions of finite fields.
Proposition 3.1. Let k be a finite field of characteristic {p and let s1=
s( p, k). The following conditions on a pro-p group G and a continuous homo-
morphism %: G  1+pZp are equivalent:
(a) There exists an algebraic extension K of k such that G$GK and
Im(%)=Im(/K , p);
(b) There exists an algebraic extension K of k( +p) such that
G$GK ( p) and Im(%)=Im(/K , p);
(c) Either:
(i) G=1 and %=1;
(ii) G$Zp and Im(%)=( ps+1) with s1s; or
(iii) k is exceptional, G$Z2 and Im(%)=(&(2s1&1+1)).
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Proof. (a) O (b). Note that since p |% [K ( +p) : K ] and GK is a pro-p
group, +pK .
(b) O (c). We have GK Gk$Z $>q prime Zq , so either GK ( p)=1 or
GK ( p)$Zp .
In the first case (i) holds.
In the second case, s=s( p, K )<. Observe that s1s. Lemma 2.4
shows that for K non-exceptional Im(/K , p)=( ps+1) , while for K excep-
tional Im(/K , 2)=(&(2s&1+1)) . By Lemma 2.2, in the latter case k is
exceptional and s1=s.
(c) O (a). In case (i) take K =F l .
In case (ii) let K be the p-Sylow extension of k( +ps) relative to k . Then K is
non-exceptional and GK $Zp . By Lemma 2.1, +ps+1 3 k( +ps), hence +ps+1 3 K .
It follows that s=s( p, K ) and Im(/K , p)=( ps+1), by Lemma 2.4(b).
In case (iii) let K be a 2-Sylow extension of k relative to k . Then K is
exceptional and GK $Z2 . By Lemma 2.2, s1=s(2, k)=s(2, K ). Conclude
from Lemma 2.4(c) that Im(/K , 2)=(&(2s1&1+1)). K
A valued field (K, v) is called p-henselian if v has a unique prolongation
to K( p); equivalently, Hensel’s lemma holds for polynomials that split com-
pletely in K( p) [Br, Sect. 1]. When (K, v) is p-henselian with residue field
of characteristic {p containing +p one has GK ( p)$Zmp(1v)p < GK v( p), where
the action of _ # GK v( p) on Z
mp(1v)
p is given by { [ {
/K v , p(_) (for convenience
we write the subgroup of GK ( p) corresponding to Zmp(1v)p multiplicatively;
cf. [E1, Lemma 1.1]).
3.2. Remarks. (a) Consider semi-direct products of the form G=
Zmp < Zp , where m is a cardinal number and the action of Zp on Z
m
p is
induced by a continuous monomorphism %: Zp  1+pZp as above; i.e.,
_ # Zp acts on Zmp according to { [ {
%(_). We claim that G is determined up
to an isomorphism by m and Im(%). Indeed, suppose that G$=Zmp < Zp is
another such semi-direct product which is induced by a continuous mono-
morphism %$: Zp  1+pZp and that Im(%)=Im(%$). Then @=(%$)&1 b % is
an automorphism of Zp . For all _ # Zp and { # Zmp one has {
% $(@(_))={%(_).
This induces an isomorphism G  G$, ({, _) [ ({, @(_)).
(b) Suppose that m=1 and that G, % are as in (a). Then for any
generator : of Im(%), (a) shows that G$(_, { | _{_&1={:) pro-p . We
denote this latter group by H: .
Proposition 3.3. Let v0 be a non-trivial valuation on a global field F
with residue field k of characteristic {p. Denote s1=s( p, k*). The following
conditions on a pro-p group G are equivalent:
(a) There exists a henselian separable algebraic extension (K, v) of
(F, v0) such that G$GK ;
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(b) There exists a p-henselian separable algebraic extension (K, v) of
(F, v0) such that +pK and G$GK ( p);
(c) Either:
(i) G=1;
(ii) G$Zp ;
(iii) G$Hp s+1 for some s1s; or
(iv) k exceptional and G$H&(2s1&1+1) .
Proof. (a) O (b). See the proof of the corresponding implication in
Proposition 3.1.
(b) O (c). Since F is a global field, m(1v0)=1 and k is finite. Let
m=mp(1v). By Corollary 1.2(b), m1. Since +pK and char K v{ p, also
+pK v . As remarked above, GK ( p)$Zmp < GK v( p), where _ # GK v( p) acts
on Zmp according to { [ {
/K v , p(_). Condition (c) now follows from Proposi-
tion 3.1 and Remark 3.2(b).
(c) O (a). In case (i) take K=Fsep . In cases (ii), (iii), and (iv) Proposi-
tion 3.1 yields an algebraic extension K of k such that GK is a pro-p group
and Im(/K , p) is generated by 1, ps+1, and &(2s1&1+1), respectively.
Proposition 1.4 gives rise to a separable algebraic extension (K, v) of (F, v0)
such that K v$K , mp(1v)=1, and such that GK is a pro-p group. Observe
again that +pK . Therefore GK$Zp < GK , where GK acts on Zp via the
monomorphism /K , p . Use Remark 3.2(a) to conclude that G$GK . K
4. FIELDS OF p-LOCAL TYPE
Let F be global field of characteristic {p. For a separable algebraic
extension K of F let S(K ) be the set of all non-archimedean primes on K;
i.e., all equivalence classes of non-trivial valuations on K. For p # S(K ) we
define a field Kp* as follows: write (K, p) as a union of an increasing
sequence of valued subfields (Km , pm), m # N, where each Km is a finite
extension of F, and where pm # S(Km). Let ((Km)*pm , p*m) be the completion
of (Km , pm). These completions form an increasing sequence of algebraic
extensions of the completion (F*, p|*F ) of (F, p|F ). We define (Kp*, p*)=
m # N ((Km)*pm , p*m). Note that (Km)*p=KmF* for each m, hence Kp*=KF*
(for an appropriate embedding of F in F*
t
).
Following [E2], we say that an algebraic extension K of F has p-local
type over F if it has one of the following forms:
(I) K is p-henselian with respect a non-trivial valuation v^ with
residue characteristic {p and GK ( p) is not a free pro-p group;
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(II) char F=0, K is p-henselian with respect to a valuation with
residue characteristic p, and GK ( p) is finitely generated but is not a free
pro-p group;
(III) p=2 and K is euclidean, i.e., it admits an ordering which does
not extend to any proper subextension of K (2)K [B];
(IV) GK ( p)$Zp .
Proposition 4.1. Let F be a global field of characteristic {p, let s0=
s( p, F ), and let s1=min[s( p, F v) | v # S(F ), char F v{ p].
(a) If K has p-local type (I) over F then either:
(i) GK ( p)$Hps+1 with s1s;
(ii) F is an exceptional number field and GK (2)$H&(2s+1) with
s1&1s; or
(iii) F is exceptional of characteristic >0 and GK (2)$H&(2s 0&1+1) .
(b) If K has p-local type (II) over F then K *=K Qp is a finite exten-
sion of Qp( +p) and Res: GK *( p)  GK ( p) is an isomorphism.
(c) K has p-local type (III) if and only if GK (2)$Z2; in this case F
is a number field with at least one real embedding.
Proof. (a) If (K , v^) has p-local type (I) over F then its residue field K
is an algebraic extension of Fl for some prime number l{ p. In particular,
GK ( p) is either isomorphic to Zp or is trivial. Let v0=ResF v^ and let
(F*, v0*) be as before the completion of (F, v0). Let v^0* be the natural valua-
tion on K * extending v^ and v0*. Precisely as in [E2, Lemma 3.1] (which
treats the case F=Q) one obtains that (K *, v^0*) is a henselian field which
is an immediate extension of (K , v^) and that Res: GK *( p)  GK ( p) is an
isomorphism. Since GK ( p) is a free pro-p group and (by assumption)
GK ( p) is not, this implies GK *( p) $3 GK ( p). It therefore follows from [E2,
Lemma 2.1] that +pK . By Hensel’s lemma, +pK *. Take K $=Fsep & K *
and v^$=ResK $ v^0*. Then (K $, v^$) is a henselian immediate extension of
(K , v^), +pK $, and Res: GK $( p)  GK ( p) is an isomorphism.
Now let s2=s( p, F v0). Then s1s2 . Since GK $( p) is not a free pro-p
group, Proposition 3.3 shows that either GK $( p)$Hps+1 for some s2s,
or F v0 is exceptional and GK $(2)$H&(2s 2&1+1) . In the latter case if
l=char F>0 then s0=s2 , by Corollary 2.3.
(b) See [E2, Corollary 3.3(ii)].
(c) See [B]. K
We denote the free pro-p product of pro-p groups G1 , ..., Gn by G1 Vp } } }
Vp Gn .
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Proposition 4.2. Let F be a global field, and let K be a separable
algebraic extension of F with GK ( p) finitely generated. There exist subexten-
sions K 1 , ..., K n of K( p)K of p-local type over F such that GK ( p)=
GK 1( p) Vp } } } Vp GK n( p).
Proof. Compare [E2, Theorem 4.2] or [JP, Example I]. K
5. ABSOLUTE GALOIS GROUPS
We denote the free profinite product of profinite groups G1 , ..., Gn by
G1 V } } } V Gn .
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a profinite group and let G1 , ..., Gn be pro-p closed
subgroups of G such that G=G1 V } } } V Gn . There exist {1 , ..., {n # G such
that (G {11 , ..., G
{n
n )=G
{1
1 Vp } } } Vp G
{n
n .
Proof. Let S be a pro-p Sylow subgroup of G. For each 1in take
{i # G such that G
{i
i S and let H=(G
{1
1 , ..., G
{n
n ). We show that
H=G {11 Vp } } } Vp G
{n
n .
Let G 1 , ..., G n be isomorphic copies of G1 , ..., Gn , respectively, and let
G =G 1 Vp } } } Vp G n . There is a natural continuous epimorphism ?: G  G
mapping each Gi isomorphically onto G i . Let G $i=G ?({i )i , i=1, ..., n. Then
G =G $1 Vp } } } Vp G $n [Rs, Lemma 4.1]. In particular ?(H )=(G $1 , ..., G $n)
=G . For each 1in the restriction of ? to G {ii gives an isomorphism
G {ii [G $i . Let .i : G $i[G
{i
i HS be the inverse of this isomorphism, and
let .: G  H be the unique continuous homomorphism extending .1 , ..., .n .
It is surjective by construction. Moreover, ? b .: G  G maps each G $i iden-
tically. By the uniqueness part of the universal property of G we have
? b .=id. Hence . is also injective. Consequently, it gives an isomorphism
G $H, as claimed. K
We can now prove the Main Theorem in a slightly strengthened form:
Theorem 5.2. Let F be a global field of characteristic {p, let s0=
s( p, F ), s1=min[s( p, F v) | v # S(F ), char F v{ p], and let G be a finitely
generated pro-p group. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) G is a closed subgroup of GF ;
(b) there exist separable algebraic extensions K 1 , ..., K n of F of p-local
types (I), (III), and (IV) such that G$(GK 1 , ..., GK n) =GK 1 Vp } } } Vp GK n ;
(c) G$G1 Vp } } } Vp Gn and for each 1in one of conditions (1)(5)
of the Main Theorem holds.
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Proof. (a) O (b). Let K be the fixed field of G in Fsep . Since GK is
a finitely generated pro-p group, Proposition 4.2 yields subextensions
KK 1 , ..., K nFsep of p-local type over F such that G$GK=
GK 1( p) Vp } } } Vp GK n( p). Note that since GK is a pro-p group, so are its sub-
groups GK 1 , ..., GK n ; hence GK i=GK i ( p), i=1, ..., n, and G$GK 1 Vp } } } Vp GK n .
We need to show that no K i can be of p-local type (II) over F. Suppose
the contrary. Then F is a number field and K i* is a finite extension of
Qp( +p) (Proposition 4.1(b)). Since GQ p does not have open pro-p sub-
groups, GK *i cannot be a pro-p group. On the other hand Krasner’s lemma
[En, Theorem 16.8] implies Q p=Q Qp , whence Res: GK *i  GK i is injective.
Since GK i is a pro-p group, this yields the desired contradiction.
(b) O (c). For each 1in denote Gi=GK i . If K i has p-local type (I)
over F then Proposition 4.1(a) shows that one of cases (2)(4) of the Main
Theorem holds. If K i has p-local type (III) then by Proposition 4.1(c), case
(5) holds. Finally, when K i has p-local type (IV) we trivially obtain case (1).
(c) O (a). Take v0 # S(F ) such that s1=s( p, F v0). Let 1in. In cases
(1)(4) Proposition 3.3 yields a henselian extension (Li , vi ) of (F, v) with
GLi$Gi (notice that in case (4) s0=s1 , by Corollary 2.3). In case (5) let
L i be a real closure of F. Set K0=L 1 & } } } & L n . Note that in the preceed-
ing construction one may replace each L i by any of its F-isomorphic copies.
Since F is a countable hilbertian field [FJ, Corollary 12.8], a theorem of
Geyer ([G]; see also [J], [E2, Theorem 4.3]) shows that for an
appropriate choice of such isomorphic copies (and in fact for almost all
choices), GK0=GL 1 V } } } V GL n . Lemma 5.1 yields {1 , ..., {n # GK0 such that
(G
{1
L 1
, ..., G
{n
L n
)=G
{1
L 1
Vp } } } Vp G
{n
L n
.
This group is GK for K={&11 (L 1) & } } } & {
&1
n (L n). Thus GK$G1 Vp } } } Vp
Gn$G, proving (a). K
To complete the picture we characterize the finitely generated pro-p
closed subgroups of GF when F is a global field of characteristic p. We first
observe:
Proposition 5.3. Let F be a global field of characteristic p. The pro-p
Sylow subgroups of GF are free pro-p groups of countable rank.
Proof. By [S2, II-5, Corollary 1] a pro-p Sylow subgroup S of GF is
a free pro-p group. Since F is hilbertian, for any positive integer n the
group (Zp)n is realizable as a Galois group over F [FJ, Corollary 15.9].
It follows that (Zp)n is an epimorphic image of S. Conclude that S has
infinite rank. Since F is countable this rank is necessarily +0 . K
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Corollary 5.4. Let F be a global field of characteristic p. The finitely
generated pro-p closed subgroups of GF are precisely the finitely generated
free pro-p groups.
6. MAXIMAL PRO-p GALOIS GROUPS
The following result is proven in [E2] for F=Q. The techniques of the
preceding sections enable us to prove it in general.
Theorem 6.1. Let F be a global field of characteristic {p, let s0=
s( p, F ), s1=min[s( p, F v) | v # S(F ), char F v{ p]. The following conditions
on a finitely generated pro-p group G are equivalent:
(a) There exists a separable algebraic extension K of F such that
G$GK ( p);
(b) There exist separable algebraic extensions K 1 , ..., K n of F of p-local
type such that G$(GK 1( p), ..., GK n( p)) =GK 1( p) Vp } } } Vp GK n( p);
(c) G$G1 Vp } } } Vp Gn where for each 1in one of the following
conditions holds:
(1) Gi$Zp ;
(2) Gi=Hp s+1 for some s1s;
(3) F is an exceptional number field and Gi=H&(2s+1) for some
s1&1s;
(4) F is exceptional, char F>0, and Gi=H&(2s 0&1+1) ;
(5) p=2, F is a number field with at least one real embedding, and
Gi=Z2;
(6) F is a number field and Gi=GE ( p) for some finite extension E
of Qp( +p) satisfying s( p, F )s( p, E );
Proof. (a) O (b). This is Proposition 4.2.
(b) O (c). We need to show that for each 1in one of (1)(6) above
holds with Gi=GK i ( p). For local types (I), (III), and (IV) this was observed
in Proposition 4.1. If K i has p-local type (II) then by Proposition 4.1(b),
GK i ( p)$GE ( p), where E is a finite extension of Qp( +p) in which K i embeds.
Hence F embeds in E, so s( p, F )s( p, E ) and we obtain (6).
(c) O (a). Let G, G1 , ..., Gn be as in (c). For each 1in we construct
a separable algebraic extension L i of F which is either henselian with
respect to a non-trivial valuation or is real closed, and which satisfies
Gi$GL i ( p). In cases (1)(5) this is done precisely as in the proof of the
Main Theorem (and in fact the construction there gave Gi$GL i in these
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cases). In case (6) let L i=Q & E for some embedding of Q in Q p . Krasner’s
lemma implies that Q p=Q E, so Res: GE  GL i is an isomorphism, whence
Gi$GLi ( p).
Now set K=L 1 & } } } & L n . Note that one may replace each L i by any
F-isomorphic copy (in case (6) this amounts to changing the embedding of
F =Q in Q p). In light of [G], [J] again, we may therefore assume that
GK=GL 1 V } } } V GL n . Let K i=K( p) & L i , i=1, ..., n. Thus GK i ( p) is the
image of GL i under the canonical epimorphism GK  GK ( p). It follows
from the universal properties of the groups involved (cf. [E2, Lemma 4.4
(c)(d)]) that
GK ( p)=GK 1( p) Vp } } } Vp GK n( p)$GL 1( p) Vp } } } Vp GL n( p).
Thus, GK ( p)$G. K
6.2. Remarks. (1) A presentation of the groups GE ( p) as in condi-
tion (6) above by means of generators and one relation (depending on E )
has been given by Demus kin [D1, D2], Serre [S1], and Labute [L].
(2) Let F=Q( +ps 0), where s01 (s03 if p=2). In the notation of
the Main Theorem and Theorem 6.1 we then have s1=s0 . Indeed, the
inequality s0s1 is clear. When p{2 (resp., p=2) there exists a rational
prime number l{ p of order ps0( p&1) (resp. 2s0&1) mod ps0+1. Let v be a
prolongation to F of the l-adic valuation on Q. Then the inertia degree f
of v in FQ is the order of l in (Zps0)_ [N, Chap. I, Satz 10.3]. Conse-
quently, f | ps0&1( p&1) (resp., f | 2s0&2), so l f {1 mod ps0+1. We have
F _v =F
_
l f $Z(l
f &1) [Bo2, Chap. V, Sect. 11.1, Theorem 1]. Hence
+p s 0+1 3 F v . It follows that s0=s( p, F v)s1 as well.
(3) When p=2 one has H&3$H5 . Indeed, using 2-adic logarithms
[N, Chap. II, Sect. 5] one obtains * # Z_2 such that (&3)
*=5. If
_{_&1={&3 and _1=_* then _1{_&11 ={
5, proving the isomorphism.
Likewise one sees that H&5$H3 . This reconciles a certain difference in the
statements of Theorem 6.1 for F=Q, p=2, and the Main Theorem of
[E2].
(4) Suppose that F is a global field of characteristic p. Then the
finitely generated pro-p groups which occur as GK ( p) for some separable
algebraic extension K of F are the finitely generated free pro-p groups, by
[S2, II-5, Corollary 1] and by Corollary 5.4.
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